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INTRODUCTION

Good morning! Thank you for inviting me to be a part of your dynamic
conference fiver the years I've heard all sorts of superlative things about the
Wisconsin Library Association from my university colleagues and from the many
librarians I've met through the American Library Association. Last night you
honored one of your colleagues, Eugene Engeldinger, by naming him the Wisconsin
Academic Librarian of the Year. It is a noteworthy coincidence that
Mr. Engeldinger's article on the weeding of reference collections is featured on the
cover of the handout I have prepared for you which I will distribute later in the
program--a timely testimony to the achievements and visibility of Wisconsin
librarians.

I am overwhelmed by the variety of programs you are offering. There's
certainly something for everyone. It's also good to be back in Appleton. I spent
many wonderful weekends here in 1979 and 1980 visiting my stepson who was
attending Lawrence University.

Before we begin, it would be helpful for me to know how many of you are public
librarians--please raise your hands. Thank you. Academic librarians--please raise
your hands. Thank you. Special librarians--thank you! I'm also curious as to how
many of you perform reference collection development in your libraries. Please
raise your hands one more time! Thank you

I have prepared a simple questionnaire that I will distribute at the end of our
program. I hope some, if not all of you, will be inclined to fill it out and mail it to me.
I realize it takes time but I would appreciate receiving some feedback on how
Wisconsin librarians develop their reference collections. I'm always looking for new
ideas about how I can improve my system of collection development.

In the Winter 1989 issue of Rg. I published an article celled "The Art of Reference
Collection Development.1" This article took me three long painful years to
writeand I do mean painful! I could not have written it if I had not been actively
involved in doing reference collection development on a daily basis. It evolved from
my involvement in the American Library Association have attended many ALA
discussion groups over the years on collection development, but reference collections
were conspicuous by their absence from these discussions. The focus was always on
developing the circulating and special collections, on dealing with the escalating
price of serials, what to do about microforms, and just this past summer, a program
called "Divided Loyalties: Managing Professionals with Multiple Reporting Lines or
Functions," which addressed the issue of reference librarians who are also half-time
bibliographers responsible for developing their collections at, large. Reference
collection development was always excluded from these forums.

After performing reference collection development for my department over the
past four years in conjunction with all of the other things reference librarians do, I
confess that I do not understand how reference librarians can also select for their
circulating collections. It is difficult enough to try to keep up with what's new in
reference sources, much less be half-time subject specialists. I think we can spread
ourselves too thin, and I'm sure all of you in the audience today know what I mean.
How much can we do and still do it good?

Steven F. Vincent stated that "reference materials differ in nature and use from
materials in the general collection,"2 and Elizabeth Futas believes that "as reference
librarians, we have the closest ties to individual users of our collections. It should be
our responsibility to select materials for that part of the collection which we know
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better and more intimately than anyone else."3 In my opinion, it is our
responsibility to actively participate in selecting the materials for our reference
collections.

Now--to our program This will not be just a "how I do it right at my library"
kind of talk although I would like to share with all of you how I became interested
and involved in developing our reference collection, and, in turn, interested in all
facets of the reference collection development process. When I joined the faculty of
the University of Illinois at Chicago in September, 1983, absolutely nothing was being
done by the reference librarians as far as collection development was concerned--
when I say nothing, I mean nothing! About the only activity that could be construed
as a collection development one was the occasional ordering of a thesaurus for the
computer search room. Developing the reference collection had taken a back seat to
automation priorities and bibliographic instruction.

At this point, you may be wondering how we receive our reference materials--
that's a good question. At the University of Illinois at Chicago, commonly referred to
as UIC, we have six bibliographers who are subject specialists and who select the
materials for the entire collection including out medical libraries in our remote sites
in Peoria, Rockford, and Urbana. The Bibliographer for the Social Sciences, who was
once a member of our reference department, and who has a doctorate in history, also
selects most of the materials for the reference collection, although the other
bibliographers often designate materiats for the reference collection in their areas
of expertise Unfortunately, many materials which we should have in reference are
not identified by this process. New editions of sources published on an irregular
basis, small and alternative press materials, and database thesauri often fell through
the cracks with this method of collection development. Our bibliographers have a
heavy workload which includes coping with ever-shrinking budgets and in selecting
for many subject areas et.ch at a university that supports fifty-five doctoral
programs!

At UIC we have two approval plans in place which are tailored to our
institutional profile For example, we collect all books published by United States and
Canadian University presses--with the exception of materials about the old west and
cookbooks! New editions of sources which are not published on a regular basis,
materials published by some of the major prolific reference publishers such as R.R.
Bowker and Gale Research, and alternative materials, are not usually included in the
offerings from our two approval plan vendors.

In my article, I talk about the weaknesses of approval plans. Kathleen
McCullough has stated that approval plans will not and do not supply all worthwhile
books immediately upon publication.' Similarly, complete coverageof all current
reference materials is just not possible, regardless of the elegance and precision of a
library's profile. According to Thomas W. Leonhardt, "their main strength is their
ability to add a consistency to selection that is hard to achieve when libraries rely
solely on individual, title-by-title selection.") Again, even when approval plans
catch the majority of new reference books, how can we be sure that these books will
find their way into reference rather than being designated for the circulating
collections?

The larger the library, the larger the problem. Part of my role is monitoring the
reference sources which our bibliographers purchase and insuring that these
reference materials are ultimately destined for our reference collection

For example, just last week I discovered that the 1985 Oxford Illustrated
Encyclopedia was charged to the circulating collection of the Main Library but had
been sitting in storage in the basement of the library for over a fear. Last year
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when I received a publisher's flyer for a twelve-volume $2,300.00 encyclopedia of
science and technology, imagine my chagrin when I found that, we had received this
encyclopedia but that it was shelved in the circulating collection! The reference
department should have been consulted when this source arrived and we should have
been given first right of refusal. When these transgressions occur, either I
physically pull these materials or I arrange to have them pulled front the circulating
collection. If, after examining them, the consensus of the department is that we want
them in Reference, I have them transferred to the reference collection. This is all
part of the monitoring process of the art of reference collection development.

I became the Collection Development Coordinator for the UIC reference
department in 1986. As I previously mentioned, absolutely nothing was being done
by the reference librarians to develop the reference collection up to this point in
time. I was given carte blanche in determining what, functions this new role should
include and how to perform these functionsboth an exciting and daunting
responsibility! I am now in my fourth year as the Coordinator of Reference
Collection Development. As a result of my assuming this departmental role, I am here
to talk with you today about some of the problems I have encountered and some of the
things I have learned along the way in creating and implementing a new system for
developing our reference collection.

First, I would like to discuss the rok of the

1 . COO 0 CT N 41 O, AAA

If reference collection development is to be viewed as an art. rather than as a
necessary but evil intrusion on our other reference responsibilities, the first order
of the day is to cope with the problems that developing user-responsive, client-
centered reference collections always incur. The responsiveness of reference
collections can be measured largely by the currency of the materials in the
collection and by the retrospective comprehensiveness of the collection as a whole
It may be Impossible to eliminate the problems completely, but it is not impossible to
deal with them if we strive to create an organized framework for decision-making
concerning the selection of materials.

I firmly believe that one person in a department should have the major
responsibility for developing the reference collection, or at least, for guiding its
development. It may be the head of referetice or one of the reference librarians who
serves as the Coordinator of Reference Collection Development. I assure you that most
department heads do not have the necessary time to devote to being responsible for
developing their reference collectionsthey may serve as coordinators and delegate
a portion of the responsibility for developing the reference collection to each of
their reference librarians, but they will not be the ones who do the actual selecting.
Unless they are the only professional librarian in a small library, their primary
responsibility is to their boards of trustees and to their administrations.

The primary role of the Coordinator of Reference Collection Development should
be to identify and order the materials for the reference collectionwhether the
Coordinator has the responsibility for selecting each and every source or whether, as
in my case, I attempt to identify the materials which fall through the cracksthe
materials which elude the attention of our six busy bibliographers. There is just too
much out there for everyone to be on top ofeverything.

Okay--how do we stay on top of almost everything? This may be obvious, but I
also assure you that. not every reference librarian does this. I do this through
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systematically scanning all of the major book reviewing sources including American
Libraries ARBA: American Reference Books Annual, Book list, and The BRS Bulletin
and DIALOG'S Chronolok-both indispensable sources for identifying new database
thesauri. Collection Mmagungai, College & Research Libraries, C &RL News, IASIS.
The Journal of the American Society of Information Science, The lournal of Education
for Library and Information Science, Lktrnal, Library Quarterly, Library
Resources & Technical Services, IJew Yo4TimesDook agyieg and The New York

Books Publisher's Weekly, Public Libraries, RQ, The Science and
Technology Annual Reference Review, and the Wilson Librarv Bulletin are just SOME
of the sources you must scan on a continuing basis.

By all means, read your local papers and attempt to keep an eye out for unique
sources that often are reviewed in the most unlikely places. Newspaper columns on
antiques, genealogy, and household hints often turn up useful but little known
sources of valuable reference-type information and often these are very inexpensive
sources. This is a great way to keep you on your toes about new materials in all
subject areas, whether or not you want them for your reference collections.

When you read a review of something that you think you might want in your
reference collections, make a photocopy of the review and put it in a folder marked
Pre-order Process. I find it more economical to batch my reviews than to work with
them on a piecemeal basis

Futas has stressed the importance of knowing about what is NOT in your
collection as well as what is. She feels it is incumbent upon professional librarians to
send patrons elsewhere W answer queries that cannot be answered by own's own
collection .6 Keep in mind that it greatly enhances our credibility as professionals if
we can make informed referrals. I cannot stress this enough--informed referrals.
We can say to a patron, "No, I am sorry we do not have the iliscop_sikl'a
Directory here at the University of Illinois ail, Chicago, go to Wisconsinror, we can
reply, "The downtown branch of the Chicago Public Library has not only the
Wisconsin IntUstriatArectory but the industrial directories of all of the states as
well, in print form. Go to the Business, Science, and Technology Department on the
fourth floor of the public library and ask a librarian to show you where they are."

When I am asked for the latest edition of the Human Careervices Directory,
published by The United Way of Chictgo, I advise my patrons to go tti their local large
city or suburban public libraries--they are uniformly successrul in obtaining this
heavily requested source in a timely manner--by the time my department receives
the current edition, the next edition is out! We have a very real problem in obtaining
materials from associations and agencies that require prepayment and that must go
through the bureaucratic idiosyncrasies of our collections development and
acquisitions departments, not to mention the problems that having acquisitions
online on NOTIS is creating. NOTIS seems to have a difficult time dealing with these
kinds of orders. You wouldn't believeor maybe you would! what I have gone
through every year attempting to obtain the Indeuto Crain's Chicago Business for
$33.00. Crain's requires prepayment, they don't accept standing orders, and I have
spent untold library time ensuring that we acquire this most valuable and
reasoaably-priced reference source. By the time we receive it, it's valuable all right!

Again, in my visits to area libraries to see what they have in their reference
collections, I stumbled across miLDIRPRAgruillligalgliok. This is a
valuable and inexpensive resource for identifying all Illinois educational institutions
and which gives the complete street address of all Chicago public schools--a frequent
reference request. This discovery occurred on a Sunday afternoon, on my own time
while visiting the public library in Riverside, Illinois. I spent a few dimes of my own
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money and photocopied the title page and table of contents. Including documentation
of this type with our purchase requests helps our bibliographers to determine the
worthiness of the source we are requesting, especially if there are no reviews
available. It also assists our technical services and acquisitions departments in
verifying bibliographic information and in placing the orders, especially for small
and alternative press sources. I submmitted an order for the DIRPRO Directory the
following week along with the phoWcopies.

Performing collection development is a constant and endless treasure hunt of
making serendipitious discoveries about new sources. On a delightful days outing in
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin last fall, I literally dragged my nonlibrarian husband into its
beautiful library on the lake. Not being a public librarian, I was amazed to see
pattern catalogs in their reference collection. I was equally amazed to see the J. C.
Penney mail-order catalog in the reference collection of my public library in La
Grange, Illinois. This is what I mean about developing user-respomive reference
collections--give 'em what they want, especially when a J. C. Penney catalog only
costs five dollars!

As I have stated before, we can't totally eliminate the problems, but we can find
workable solutions which mitigate the problems to a degree. As the Coordinator of
Reference Collection Development, I am the solution--if I didn't do it, it wouldn't get
done. We just wouldn't have these sources, and we would have a less user-responsive
reference collection than we now enjoy.

Publisher's advertising fliers are another excellent way to find out what's new I
have often heard librarians say that they throw out their junk mail without opening
it My advice to all of you is that if you are the one who does reference collection
development--open EVERYTHING. Get on as many lists as you can. Ask other
librarians to route you their junk mail. I am dead serious That's how I received
many of the publisher's fliers I have included in a separate handout for you that I
will distribute later in the program.

When you come across an advertising flier for something that sounds
interesting, again, put it in your Pre-order Process folder. I also batch my fliers
Then, when and if you have some free time, (HA! HA!), you can get to work on them.
You'll just have to build this time into your schedule if you do not--and I cannot stress
this enough. The reason reference collection development has suffered in
departments all over the nation is that it has traditionally been an activity traat we do
when, and if, we have the timeand we NEVER do. You must build that Ufa; into your
schedules the same way you schedule desk time, online searches, BI sessions, and
meelings--oh, those endless meetings! Otherwise, you are not going to have any
control over the collection development process or over your reference collections
If you do not build this time into your schedule, reference collection development
will continue to be performed haphazardously, instead of harmoniously. Reference
collection development MUST be integrated into your daily schedules.

Okay. We are still in what I call the pre-order process. You've photocopied your
reviews and batched your fliers and they are all sitting in your Pre-order Process
folder. Now what do you do with them? Bring them to the reference desk with
you--build the time into your schedules to deal with thetd. Check them against the
holdings of your online or card catalogs to determine if they are already on order,
perhaps already in your reference collections, or in your circulating collections.
This process of checking the fliers and the reviews pays off in more ways than one
If you don't htve it and you want it--order it. Fill out a purchase request. Batch your
purchase requosts -ivery couple of weeks and submit them to your department for a
weeks review so that your colleagues can see what you are proposing to order for
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your reference collections. This gives them an opportunity to participate in the
process, if they so desire, and to question your collection decisions After giving the
orders to your departments for a one-week review, submit the orders to the proper
person or department. I think a one-week review is enough in the protracted process
of identifying materials, filling out request forms, reviewing them, and finally
submitting them

Most of the time we get what we request, except in the case of very high-ticket
sources which become "wish-list" sources that come out of any funds left over at the
end of the fiscal year. Believe it or not, once in a while there are extra funds that
must be spent fast or we lose them. That's how we received the Personal Name Index
to the New Yort Times a few years ago. This is an indispensable source for
identifying people not listed in BiparaDhy a d Ge esaAAiti(BGMI), or in
the other standard biographical sources. I don't know what we ever did without it.
Again, even if you cannot afford this source, it is your professional responsibility to
know if a library in your immediate geographical area does so that you can make an
informed referral when the occasion arises.

I will now list some titles of reference sources which are necessary and
high-demand acquisitions to our reference collection which would not be in our
collection today if I had not identified them. These titles illustrate the various types
of materials the Coordinator must strive to catch before they fall through the cracks.
For example, the ninth edition of Karjaitgasil aillusthojamidegiunkg
Engineert a heavily-used UIC reference desk source, had been available for almost a
year before I came across a tiny advertisement for it in Library Iournal while
performing my weekly literature review. Other examples of our reference desk
sources that are not on standing order which I identified from the current literature
are the latest editions of the Barron's Guides to law schools and graduate business
schools. These are some of the materials which we would fia it difficult to flInction
without on a daily basis that fall through the cracks of our institutional collections
development process. It, is up to me to catch them before we lost sight of them
completely.

Other examples of titles which would not be in our general reference collection
were it not for this monitoring process are The NASDAQ Hangkooli, the fourth editionof nallsjilitaglg& 5pgrifillickt

Mail Order Catalogs, the current edition of TheRoster of the American
Psychoanalytical Association (identified through recording a pstron request), and
The Nationg Directon of Nonorofit Organizations. These arfi a few examples of
sources which we would not have in our reference collection were it not for the
hours of time I spend in identifying them.

Nov, we will return to the pre-order process. If a source is already on order that
I am checking against my reviews and fliers, I make a note on the review or flyer I

then share these with the other members of my department. I do this through what I
call my SDI--Selective Dissemination of Information folder, in which I put reviews
and publisher's fliers for materials which are already on order but not yet received,
or which may pertain to bouks which we already have. I then route this folder to all
members of my reference department. This process keeps them informed of new
books which they can look forward to seeing in reference within the next few
months or so, and also calls to their attention materials which they may have
forgotten about or been unaware were already in our reference collection. How can
this happen you may wonder?

You must keep in mind that I work in a very large ARL university library. We

estimate our reference collection has more than 20,000 volumes. As we do not do the
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primary selecting for the reference collection and as new materials used to be put
into the reference collection by our support staff without our formally reviewing
them first, that is how and why we would often be unaware that we had received new
titles. I modified this process by having our support staff person who has primary
responsibility for processing our new books and serials, place new titles--not new
editions, on a "new book shelf' in the referzince department for a week. This gives all
the reference librarians and support staff adequate opportunity to see what the
bibliographers have ordered for our collection It also gives us the opportunity to
reject materials that do not conform to our guidelines, that have received negative
reviews, and materials for which we do not foresee a real need We do this by putting
a yellow "post it" on the cover of the book in question, and all librarians vote whether
to keep the book or to transfer it to the circulating collection This process also
prevents a book from getting literally lost in the bowels of the reference collection.

If a book is "in process," a term we use at UIC for something that is received but
not yet cataloged, I can hasten the cataloging process by filling out a cataloging
request form or "pink slip" for the book and submitting it to the cataloging
department. Because we now use NOTIS for acquisitions, we are immediately able to
identify the statas of a book, i.e., "in the pre-order process," "on order, not yet
received," or "in process." This method of filling out "pink slips" gets materials into
the reference collection on a more timely basis than if we wait for them to wait their
turn to be cataloged. By the chuckles out there I'll bet you all have a backlog too!

2. THE PRE-POL1CY PROCESS

Creating a reference collection development policy does not happen overnight
It takes timea LOT of time! That is one reason why so many reference departments
function without written policies. In order to approach this policy-making process
systematically, the Coordinator of Reference Collection Development should schedule
departmental meetings on a regular basis--here we go againntore meetings!
Seriously, at these meetings the reference librarians should discuss the concerns that
need to be resolved concerning how and why the collection is being developed and
for whom. The Coordinator should develop a written set of concerns and distribute it
to the librarians BEFORE the first meeting The Coordinator should also solicit ideas
from the other reference librarians that can be incorporated into this guidelines
document. In this way, everyone will be involved in the process and have the
oportunity to contribute their input. These concerns will drive the discussions.

There is no set rule or rules as to what you will want to discuss. Your policy may
be one page or several. You may want to refer to a couple of publications which
reproduce existing reference collection development policies so as to obtain an idea
of how you want to ploceed. These publications are discussed in my &nide and listed
in the bibliography./ If there is a rule, it should be--whatever works for you and for
your individual departments. In formulating your areas of concern, think about
what has caused you problems in the past How do you decide when to purchase a new
edition of an encyclopedia? Is it when you have the money, is it every two years, or
is it when someone suddenly realizes your Encyclopedia Britanoica is six years old, as
I recently did!

How many computer dictionaries do you want in reference? What company
directories do you need in order to perform business reference at a given level? Will
you collect phone books? If so, how will you decide which ones to collect? Will you
collect international phone books? Do we accept everything that is offered to us on
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the assumption that more is better? These are just some examples of the kinds of
seat-of-the-pants decisions we make everyday, often with no clear cut guidelines or
sense of why we accept or reject materials for our reference collections.

The pre-policy process is ultra-important because it leads to the creation of a
reference collection development policy. Once you have a policy in place, many
areas that were formerly ambiguous miraculously become clarified

People are usually the primary obstacles to achieving the harmony that should
result from creating an organized framework for reference collection development
By this, I do mean one's colleagues! The larger the department, the harder it is to
achieve this harmony All members of a reference department need to work as a
team and need to possess a shared vision or what they want their reference
collections to be and to do, and for whom they are doing it. This is probably the most
difficult part of the art of reference collection development--getting librarians to
agree. The more diverse the department, the more difficult it will be to get librarians
to concur on what the scope, function, content, and purpose of their reference
collections should be This is a subjective process that needs to be performed in an
objective manner. The creation of a reference collection development policy will
help to eliminate the subjectivity of this process What is needed are clear and shared
guidelines that drive our collection decisions.

Sometimes we will want to make decisions on a title-by-title basis However,
there are many instances that seem to demand some kind of shared "rules" or
"guidelines For example, will you catalog database thesauri--if not, you can discard
old editions. Once they are cataloged they need to be transferred to the circulating
collection or dearessioned If they are not cataloged, patrons will not know you have
them. For us, this was a crucial decision as we get Rosary College and Nortborn
Illinois University library school students on a regular basis who need to use these
for their library school assignments. Since they do not constitute our primary user
population, we decided against cataloging them. This is stated in our policy and was
an issue on the guidelines document we discussed in the pre-policy process.

3. Mg.JRMML_U_CECO CTION DEVELOPMENT POLICY

The policy should evolve from the pre-policy process during the guidelines
discussions. Writing the policy should be the ea,siest part. At your collection
development meetings, as you discuss your collection development concerns, you will
be reaching decisions about how you feel about each concern that you have
identified. After you have completed discussing these concerns, you should be able to
write the policy based on the decisions which were made at your meetings. Your
policy should be a "living document," subject to adaptation and change as it continues
to develop over time in response to the needs of your departments It should NOT be
poured in concrete and you should feel free to amend and revise it over time.

4. ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS

This is an area of reference collection development which is near and dear to me
Once your policy is in place, you are now ready to deal with alternative or ephemeral
materials. These are materials which are produced by non-standard or
non-establishment groups or individuals--that is, as James P. Danky has defined
them, "publications emanating from museums, learned societies, private membership
organizations, and small and alternative presses "8 Most of these publications seldom
get into the publications pool of the regular commercial book trade. These materials
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present. real challenges for the Coordinator of Reference Collection Development--
both in identifying them and in integrating them into the reference collection
Libraries and librarians have a responsibility to provide not, only mainstream
materials but also materials that are socially and politically outside of the mainstream
so that all points of view will be represented.9 These are the materials that again fall
through the cracks but which are often the only sources in which we can identify
answers to questions about lesser-known individuals and small and foreign
companies, for example. I have prepared a handout for you in which I have gathered
publisher's fliers and book reviews identifying some of these alternative sources.

DISTRIBUTE HANDOUT

5. INCREASING THE VISIBILITY OF THE PROCESS OF REFERENCE COLLECTION
DEVELOPMENT

Last, but nut least, a major benefit of organizing the reference collection
development process should be to increase its visibility as an integral part of
reference librarianship. I advocate keeping statistics on how much time is spent by
the Coordinator on this function Even though collection development activities are
difficult to measure and to quantify because they are both independent and
subjective activities whose value to a library will only be apparent over time,10 there
are ways in which to objectively measure the time spent doing it. For example, create
some simple forms for recording these statistics on s PC or a typewriter. Keep track
of how many hours each week you spend poring over publisher's fliers and reading
reviews in the professional literature. You may be surprised at how much time you
spend doing this. This is a vital and necessary part of keeping informed about new
sources and this activity needs to be documented. Keep track of how many purchase
requests you submit and make photocopies of each request. I have found this an
invaluable method for monitoring the amount of time it takes from the time I submit
the purchase requests to the bibliographers to our receiving the materials in
reference after processing. I have noted with interest that alternative materials
usually take more time in terms of how long they are on order and also in terms of
processing them. By keeping nice neat sets of statistics on the time you spend
developing your reference collections, at annual report time you will have a nice
neat sot of statistics to incorportto into your annual department report.

CONCLUSION

Reference collection development should be accounted for in the same precise
way that the number of online literature searches, BI sessions, and questions asked at
the reference desk are documented. The process of identifying, evaluating, and
astutely selecting reference materials is much more than just ordering
books--ordering books is the function we perform AFTER we make reference
collection development an art--not just an activity. Thank you very much!

1 2
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Effectively evaluate and weed your reference collections
with the aid of this practical bookl

WEEDING AND MAINTENANCE OF
REFERENCE COLLECTIONS

Edited by Sydney J. Pierce, PhD, MLS
Faculty Member, School of Library and Information Studies,

University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma

The Haworth Press, Inc., is pleased to
announce the publication of a timely book,
Weeding and Maintenance of Reference
Collections, edited by Sydney J. Pierce.
Divided into three sections, this book deals
with three problem areas in the manage-
ment of reference collections. The first
section considers the impact of differing
clienteles and objectives on the reference
collection. The second deals with policies
for the development of the reference collec-
tion, including articles on three common
problemseconomizing in the purchase of
reference serials, planning for CD-ROM
technologies, and coping with shrinkIng
bud gets. Tlw third part of the book deals
wien evaluahng and weeding collections,
including articla on use-based approaches
to evaluating the reference collection, and
desciptions of successful weeding projects
that give specific criteria and detailed
methods to be used in weeding
reference books.

This book gives new insight into collection
management problems confronting
reference departments faced with Merges-
Ang user demands and increasingly strained
budgets as the Information Age gathers
momentum into the 1990s. Most reference
departments have problem with un-
planned collection growth that depletes the
library budget, wastes shelf and seating
space, and laves both boob and people
lost in the clutter. Refenence librarians will
appreciate the practical advice offered in
Weeding and Maintenance of Reference
Collections forcopi% with thesuroblems.
Students and bculty in library
information studies programs should Bad
the book useful too, particularly for its
coverage of weeding reference collections,
a practical matter that, though important in
professional practice, is not often discussed
in the literature.

CONTENTS
Weeding and Maintenance ol Reference
Collections: Editors Introduction

J. Pierce) The Responsive Refwence
Cotlection Planning for Service Venus Self-
Service in the Referee:* Area (H. Rebecca Kroll)
Evaluation of Corporate Reference Collections
(Daniel 0. O'Connor and Esther R. Dyer)
Applying the Fairfax gan to Reference Collection
hUnagement A Strategy (Jane G. Goodwin,
M. Lydia Patrick, and Julie Pringle) Reference
Collection Development Using the RLG
Conspectus (Kathy E Terla) Weedinig and
Evaluating the Reference Collection A Study of
Policia and Practices in Academic and Public
Libraries (Carol Mutt) Scheduled Reference
Collection Maintenance The Rhode bland
Experience (Elizabeth Putas and
Jonathan S. Tryon) CD-RCM Sources in the
Rderence Ccllsctios. Laza of Access and
Maintenance 04ary Pagiktro Popp and
A. F. M. Fedi Kabul Client-Wven Reference
Collections for the 1990s (Marie B. Waters)

Militattism/Meesuring Reference Collection Use
How bionnation Seekers Seek

(Mary Bigp) Ike' es a Criterion for the Weed-
ing al Wawa Collections: A Paview ard Case
Study (Eugene A. Engeldinger) A Program for
Systematic Weeding of the Reference Collection

Mathews and David A. Tyckoson)
lat's Get Rid of A Reference Librarian's
Battle Cry (Steven F. Vincent) Managing the
Reference Collection The Practice of ftning
(Bart Hades and Helen M. Barber)

(A monograph Malted eimultaneously as
The Refract No. 79.)
S29.96 hard. ISBN: 1-56024.001-6.
Available Summer 1990.
Approx. 183 pp.

III

kME HAWORTH PRESS, 114C.
10 Alice Street
Binghamton, New York 13904-1580
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Akemative
Publications
A Guide to Directories,
Indexes, Bibliographies
and Other Sources
Edited by

Cathy Seitz Whitaker
[and ALA's SRRT Task Force
on Alternatives in Print)
96pp. 89-43621 1990
0-89950-484-1
$14.95 sewn softtover
Bibliographies. index

Aids to finding the thou-
sands of small presses in the
United States: the need is
great and constant for librar-
ians, researchers, social ac-
tivists and others.

This is the work of the
American Library Association's
Social Responsibilities Round
Table Task Force on Alter-
native Publications. An earlier
edition, called "Field Guide
to Alternative Media," was
published by ALA in 1984.
Entries give title, author or
editor, publisher, place of
publication, date, size, num-
ber of pages, ISSN or ISBN,
price and type of biading,
and also offer an evaluative
annotation.

Sections of the guide and
compilers are: "Selective
Bibliography" (Mimi Penchan-
sky), "Indexes and Abstracts"
(Gayle Hardy and Barbara

Morgan), "Review Sources" (Noel Peattie), "Subject and
Trade Bibliographies" (Nancy Gruber, Anne Zald, Byron
Anderson), and "Alternative Mail Order Outlets" (Daniel C.
Tsang); the index was compiled by Chris Sokol.

Cathy Seitz Whitaker, an active member of SR.RT, is a
reference librarian at the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh.

McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, Box 611, Jefferson NC 2S4S
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ALTERNATIVE AMERICA
Fall 1990 Edition 250 Pages

This edition, like the others, con- 1 269 Alternative Press Syndicate
sists of 3 parts: a geographical 529 Bookstores
listing, in zip code order, of each 394 Communities/Communes
group/organization, the address, and, 338 Ecology Groups/Organizations
when available, telephone, plus one 1 439 Education Organizations
or more descriptive keywords. The I 482 Film/Video Groups
second part is an alphabetized list- I 565 Hearth Care Organizations
ing of all the names. The third part I 1081 Human Potential Movement
is an alphabetized listing of the 92 Alternative Radio Stations
keywords so you can find thinps by I 993 Anti-Nuke Groups
subject. This edition includes about 363 Political Groups & Orgs
110210 foreign names. 1432 Publications

Price: $29.95 postage paid

From: Resources
40 Welles Avenue
Boston MA 02124

617-825-8895

ISBN: 0-933342-15-2

1717 Smal3 Presses & Publications
145 Alternative Technology Groups
579 Women's Groups & Pubs

THE reference book to have if you
are going to travel around the US
to visit alternative, progressive
groups and organizations. Also a
source of non-traditional, alter-
native jobs and careers.

1 7
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The Directory of Women Entrepreneurs:
A National Sourcebook.

Wind River Pubis'. 1990. 400p. nicks.
ISBN 0.962001.1.3. pap. $7995. ar

This reference guide, to he issued annual.
ly , is comprised of several sections: pro-
files of !elected women entrepreneurs;
Small Business Association regional of-
fices; stale and local resource ofTices; as-
sociations/organizations; media sources:
alphabetic, geographic, and Standard In-
dustrial Classification (SIC) indexes to
companies; and the main listing of ap-
proximately 2700 women.owned husiness.
es. Librarians should also consider the No-
tional Directory of Women-Owned
Business Firms (Business Research Ser-
vices, Inc., 2 E. 22nd St., Suite 202, Lom-
bard, IL 60148, 1988). which has approsi.
matcly 20,000 entries. Although this
reference does not contain as many compa-
ny entries, it does pull together possible
sources of loans and networking associa
tions. Recommended for larger public
braries and university business collec-
tions.Lucy Heckman. St. John's Univ.
Lib., Jamaica, New York

LIBRARY JOURNAL/AUGUST 1990

Zipping Through Area Codes
The latest offering from Pilot Books,
The ZiplArea Coale Directory, index-
es area codes by zip codes, and in-
cludes an alphabetical index to
states, plus a numerical index of zip
codes. In short, if you know a per-
son's zip code, or state, you can get
their area code, which, if Pilot
Books is correct, a lot of people
want to do. If you do, too, order a
copy ($4.95 covers price, postage,
and handling) from ilot Books, 103
Cooper St., Babylon, NY 11702;
516-422-2225.

LIBRARY JOURNAUSEPTEMBER IS, 1990

I lobby Index 1988. Index Utilise
11,1% 7111, htevens W1 5 4 481),

191,10. 4051). lhI$19.95. 0-9:16697-03-2.

h1111 hilhh)isis won't mind too
tisiu h that !Ilk hilkx to maga-
it lin. nu idyl builders is two years

io s since much of the informa-
tion it leads to remains useful for

s. hi Nix St:par:11e sections, each

subdivided into an author index and
a subject index, it indexes some thirty
magazines that deal with model air-
craft, miniature houses, railroads,
ships, soldiers, and vehicles. Informa-
tion in 14.: ardcle citations has been
enricheti by codes indicating matters
such as standard scales, power
sources, or instructions on building a
model from scratch. Because these
abbreviations are section-specific and
because the same string of letters is
sometimes an abbreviation for one
concept in one section and another
concept in another section, a key to
their meanings appears at the bottom
of each page in a shaded box. The
subject indexes list articles under
more than one heading when they re-
late to more than one topic. For ex-
ample, an article on a model of the
Greenpeace Foundation's Rainbow
Warrior appears under subject head-
ings for both the foundation and the
ship's name. !lobbyists Soureebook (re-
viewed in Wilt June 1990) identifies
some of these periodicals but, given
its different purpose, does not indcx
them. Whereas both newcomers and
veterans can use Hobbyists Sourrebooh to
advantage, Hobby Index will appeal
mostly to deeply dedicated model
builders who invest considerable time
and money in their pastime. Public li-
braries that serve them by subscribing
to a fair number of model building
magazines can expand their service
by subsceibing to this. The 1989 annu-
al promises to expand its service
through access to seventeen addition-
al magazines.

WILSON LIBRARY BULLETIN, Oftober 1990 127
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LINCOLN ASSOCIATES
POST OFFICE BOX 507

MADISON WISCONSIN 53701

We believe you and your colleagues will be interested in
knowing of our latest publication, to be published soon:

AN INDEX TO

THE NEW YORKER'. SHORT STORIES, ESSAYS, AND VERSE

1975 - 1990

Presented in two sections:

Route tot

Return to:

1) Over 1700 short stories and essays by more than 380 authors.
Arranged by author's name, then chronologically, with full
citation: title, date of appearance, page number,

2) More than MO poems by 500 contributors. Arranged similarly to
Section 1.

THIS IS VOLUME V of our NEW YORKER ANATOMY series of indexes.
Library of Congress Catalog Number 89-176278.

THE SERIES CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING VOLUMES:

I An Index to Departments: from Affairs of State to Onward and
Upward with the Arts. 1975-1989. 80 pp. $18.00.

II An Index to Departments: from Onward and Upward with Wall Street
to Wartime Childhood, 1975-1989. 80 pp. $18.00.

III An Index to New Yorker Profile articles, 1971-1989, plus a
Checklist of Profilees. 1925-1970. 108 pp. $18.00.

IV Nostalgia: selected memorable fiction and nonfiction.
1925-1940. $18.00.

V An Index to the New Yorker's Short Storios. Essays and Verse,
1975-1990. 108 pp. $18.00.

Prepayment is not required and orders will be accepted diref,t or
through your book supplier.
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THE GRAND DUKES
by

Prince David Chavchavadze

These 33 tons and grandsons of Romanov Tsars
were among the wealthiest men in the
worldpowerful, priviliged. and flamboyant, but little
known to history.

From 1797 to 1917. the Grand Dukes roamed
Europe collecting jewels, or gambling millions at Monte
Carlo: some were great scoundrels, others talented
artists. but they had one thing in common: each stood
'out a heartbeat away from the Imperial Throne, and
being Autocrat of All the Russias.

ME GRAND DMUS consist of 33 individual
biographies, the first ever published on the Grand
Dukes. 'An amazing historical work," 77w Itlench
Academy. Geneal. charts, 75 photos, hardcover. 288
pages, Index. Bib.. ISBN 0-938311-11-5, $32.95 U.S.
or f.20.

QUEEN VICTORIA'S
DESCENDANTS

by Marlene A. Eilers

The Grandmother of Europe, as Queen Victoria
came to be known, had nine children, many of whom
had equally large families. Her descendants number
more than 670 today. The first half of this book
consist of stories of the principal deem ndants of
Queen Victoria. followed by a complete sencelou of all
870 down to the present Miss niers is to be
congratulated . . . an invaluable and unique ILOrk on
Royal genealogy. British Heritage 1088. Haidcover.
256 pages. 90 photos, bibl.. Index, ISBN 0-93831144-
2. $39.95 U.S. or ,E22.

ATLANTIC INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
701 Seventh Avenue, Suite 9W

New York, New York 10036
Tel. 212/757-6300

Please send me -
copy(s) of EMPRESS ALEXANDRA at $32.95 or ear
copyfaLcd/41157.4(214 at $32.95 U.S. Of eza /41 ?PR/ r
copy(s) of THE GRAND DUKES at S32.95 U.S. Of C20*
copy(s) of CROWNS AND TRENCHCOATS at S34.95 US or 1121*
copy(s)444410MAIllal-DMRY at $32.95 U.S. or f20°
copy(s) of fliiiral.1=11L4:1122SCENDANTS at $39.95 U.S. or Mr

PLEASE PRINT FVLL NAME AND ADDRESS CLEARLY:

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY: STATE ZIP

NOTE: PERSONAL checks on CANADIAN cc EUROPEAN (or other countries) bank account are NOT trampled; payment
may be made by postal money order. Inlemationi Money Order, or Bank Money Order (which_your bank will issue) payable in
U.S. S. UNITED KINGDOM payments MAY be made by personal chock in String, or in U.S. S. U. S. buyers, payment by
personal or company check. CREDIT CARDS ARE NOT ACCEPTED.

'Price DOES include tax and shipping by SURFACE mail. For AIR MAIL - Canada, add $3 U.S.; ENGLAND, EUROPE,
SOUTH AMERICA, add $7 U.S. or £4: AUSTRAUA and ELSEWHERE, add $10 U.S. per book
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"Alright, now which xcnophobic genius thought five copies were enough?"

There are millions of foreigners in the U.S. right now
who want to know th.e secrets of getting

Green Cards &Visas.
Here is the one book that tells them!

U.S. IMMIGRATION MADE EASY
The Insiders' Guide

WRITTEN BY NOTED EXPERT IMMIGRATION ATTORNEYS
MARTHA S. SIEGEL & LAURENCE A. CANTER

Excellent Reviews
"I lighly recommended ... Instructive and explanatory"

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE

"Thoughtfully organized...a vast amount

of useful information" LIBRARY JOURNAL

"Definitely ranks among the best"
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

"It is user-friendly, doesn't intimidate like some lawyers"
INDIA WORLDWIDE

"Recommended for foreign nationals worldwide"
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

"A step-by-step, easy-to-use manual"
SOCIETY OF HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

"Saves $500 to $8,000 in legal fees" ASIAN WEEK

"Wonderful ... will tell you things other lawyers

and INS shy away from" THE IRISH HERALD

"Immigration is a jungle and the authors are helpful,

patient guides." SAN FRANCISCO BOOK READER

"Simplifies the law."

"Well worth the investment"

THE ARIZONA DAILY STAR

IRISH ECHO

A PROVEN SELLER IN ALL MAJOR U.S. CITIES

AVAILABLE NOW

$79.
ISBN 0-9621876-5-8

25 CITY FALL 1990 PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

1990-1991 EDITION

81/2" X 11" 636 PAGES
100 PAGES OF SaPLE FORMS

SHERIDAN CHANDLER COMPANY
7739 E. BROADWAY BLVD., SUITE 410, TUCSON, ARIZONA 85710: 1-800-548-7841 RX: 602-749-0877
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This handbook guides you through the
process of establishing nonprofit corpora-
tion status. It contains specific state filing
and reporting requirements for nonprofit
status bylaws and amendments and
registration/reporting requirements for DE,
NY, MD, VA, and DC.

Nonpmfit Corporation Fenn, Handbook/By Barbara L
Krrscliten/ Pubbabod 1990/1 poperboimcavokaz,r/ISBN
0476324324/Prior 995

0 Jill me. o Bill my firm Comfit Cord aim eta faired!,
NAME

FIRM

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

CITY STAIT zip
NY. N). bold CC modeb* bOom ontionitio Woo
Prim Moon to damp mama won alien tool:a toOrrery& by aukMinima

Sa ve /oci
and
postage and
handling
charges with
check or
credit card
prepayment!

0 Please send me Nonprofit Corporation Forms
Handbook (2233) $95 for a no-risk 30-day

My order Modes both laic Uplioni Sirvkv. such ci sup.
*maw raylacrancro papa. Memo and Imam, and
niplacramni, morainic& of spin volume, and annual
handbooks: and Additional Upkeep Swig& WC:11 as add).
howl. companson. or Mated column sone, or mi. If I am
not fully satishad, I may cancel al any onw.
0 I do NOT want Additional Upiirap %mot.

Call Toll-Free:
1-800-221-9428.

In N.Y.S. call calloct: 5.2124414215.

Norton Bankruptcy Code and Rules Softcover Volumes 19904991 Edition

Meets all apeeMostions set by Vie Administrative Office of Vie U.S.
Courts for ime by flantouploy Coun Judges Ind genet

Contains all Vie West Identehi
Provides 1119 dOmPIOI Mxt of thodarind Rules. plus the
Miscellaneous Foe Schedine *Wowing Ihe text of 28 USC and
somon 1930 BortknotY Fees
Conyers legislative history. officiel loins and en wended index
Mom access to the vest body of pre-reform Id case with the

A01 10 eank/MIACY Ude CrompRofersnos TON
Features black bar guides to mice your research quicker1111PA11

Yt81 Please send me Renee Code sad Rules Pamphlets
tor trey $65 00 por lot (1.5 sots) or SS5.00 POt sot (6400 oats).

o Omit endued WA ft* mfolam~o Mom aid all NOW, IONes
Cdseenli Carom se hydre One0 el fre 0 MP toMincrann Id to aim. toraidnionot0 PWmloonuup aint

Nemo

Fern

Addies ilor UPS)

CityrSurefttp

Phone (

*ICallaghan ItCompany

Edited by William hodort X. et al.

Iwo maims C 1107-19110 Revised
ermally. Once oubtsot lo chinos
without napes.

Three easy ways to order
Complete and mall this card
Call toll.free: 14100-323-1338
Mix this card:1-708.948-8955

A01144714

Pays for itself. every working day in every kind of coryxwate work!

Modern Corporation Checklists
James A. Douglas, Patrick J. and Brian M. O'Neil

An encyclopedic collection of checklists for every legal end bueiners procedure
in corporate ("pennons, this volume gives you actual- checklists and forms from
some 200 major firms and law departments-a selection tithe best thinking on
corporate problem-solving and decismaking.
0 Yee Plan send Modern Corporadoe Cbscidists for my free trWl examine.
don. Within thirty days 1 will either return the book to you et no cow to me, or
honor your invoice for $98.00 plus postage and handling. 1 undentend the book
is kept wren: through periodic supplementedon sent cm approval.

3rd ed. 1990. Powbound. Cwouladve looseleaf implements to be issued
annually. Main volume price incltdes any supplement published within three
months of shipp(ng date.

To order isemediately, call 1.800.950.1216. 0 Bill me.

Name 8 It

Tide

Punt
WOO

Address

Ci ty/Ststaip
Phone ( )

krwer:o Q L.") MCCri
4. 4.1

rlH

nrevr mum wail liii r
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F EE Special Report: The Brazil Watch
Guide to the Collor Administration

The new government of Fernando Color de Mello is implementing sweeping changes right now in all aspects of
Brazilian economic life. More changes are in store. The liberalization of foreign trade, investment, and exchange
regimes will likely have a profound effect on Brazil's economy.

This Zpecial Report, written and researched in Brasilia by Brazil Watch Editors, includes biographical information

on the top 200 Collor officials, together with their btsiness addresses, phone, telex, and FAX numbers. In each major

area of the new government trade, foreign debt, public finance, energy, informatics, the environment, labor, foreign

exchange and investment, the report will discuss key policy issues in detail. A separate chapter will describe the
lobbying industry in Brasilia and how it plans to deal with the newAdministration.

This report by the experts on-the-scene in Brasilia regularly sells for $150, but it is FREE with your new paid

subscription to Brazil Watch.

The Brazil Watch Editorial Team
Editor-in-chief Richard Foster's involvement in
Brazil spans more than two decades. A graduate of

Yale and Columbia Universities, in 1968 and 1970
he held Fulbright and Ford Foundation fellow-
ships in Brazil. From 1976 to 1979, Richard was
the Associated Press correspondent in Brasilia. He
wbsequently reported from Brazil for the Wall
Street Journal and The Financial Times of London.
He founded Brazil Watch in 1984.

An international business school graduate, former
banker and diplomat, assistant editor Ian
McCluskey joined Brazil Watch in 1988, following
three years at the Canadian Embassy in Brasilia.
Ian was previously the Brazil desk officer at
Canada's Export Development Corporation,
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BIIALII
WATCII

YES!

U.S. Subscription Office
1924 47th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

Please make any necessary changes to the label below.

On-41
LATIN AMERICAN unIuuRAPHER
ACQUISITIONSSERIALS SECTION
UNIVERSITY OF ILL AT CHICAGO

2194c2188

The Brazil Watch Order Form

Please send me the next three issues of
Brazil Watch, absolutely free of charge, and
with no risk or oblication to me.

EJ Start my one-year subscription and send me
my complimentary copy of "The Brazil Watch
Guide to the Collor Administration." I enclose
my check in the amount of US$ 247, payable to
Orbis Publications, Ltd.

Mail this form to: Brazil Watch, Orbis Pub-
lications, Ltd., 1924 47th Street, N.W,.

2.3 Washington, D.C. 20007, U.S.A. For faster

a:Mcc cal gm 625-2702, or fax (702) 293-0190
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Encyclopedia of Job Descriptions
in Manufacturing

This exclusive Media Source offering provides a complete
guide to establishing, improving, and maintaining a sound employee
wage and salary program. It will be primarily used by the owners or
officers of small to medium size businesses, but may also be used as
a supplemental job search material as well.

The encyclopedia contains 692 job descriptions in over 850
pages. To ensure accuracy and appropriate terminology, each of the
descriptions is based on consultations with top companies across the
country. The job descriptions themselves are consistently formatted
throughout each section of the book. Only one description will be
listed on each page and each has the following categories: primary
responsibilities, reports to, duties, and education and experience
requirements.

Use of the manual is simplified through the use of indexes by
both title and function. With this type of organization, it is not
necessary to know the exact title of the position in question, since it
can be located under function as well. In addition, the encyclopedia
includes organizational charts which clearly and quickly depict the
relationship between various positions.

The manual does not give specific numbers for wages or
salaries, but rather provides the reader with the methodology for
establishing a scale which will be appropriate for their industry and
geographic region. The absence of specific numbers is important
since it will keep the encyclopedia from becoming outdated, and will
not limit its usefulness to a specific area.

This is an
EXCLUSIVE Media
Source offering. It is
available to schools
and libraries for
$149.96 -- a 25%
discount off list price.

219 NORTH MILWAUKEE STREET
MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN 53202
1-800-443-8439
WISCONSIN 414-272-5070 ICOLLECT)
Facsimile 414-272-1239
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ime was whéñ 'outlet shcippirig
meant digging through heaps of
Mover merchandise in poorly

lighted warehouses with names like
World o' Discounts... -j:r4:.*:

Not anymore. The factory 'outlet
business is booming,. with Gucci,
Perry Ellis, Adrienne Vittadini and
other manufacturers not usually
associated with the word "dis-
count" getting in on the act.

And where there is a boom,
there follows a boomlet of guides
promising to lead shoppers to the
goods.

One such 'publication, "The Joy
of Outlet Shopping," elould be a
'staple for serious shoppers who do
not blink at traveling hundreds of
miles in search of a bargain.
"The seaond edition of the 130-
page booklet was published in
mid-August and contains updated
information on more than 250
factory-outlet shopping centers na-
tionwide. ' 1%. .

Publisher Terry Dunham and his
staff checked out more than 1,000
discount . operations and pared
them down to a list of 357 outlet
chains (totaling 'about .6,000 indi-
vidual stores) that theY determined
to be true 'factory outletsin
other words, stores that are owned
and operated by the. manufacturer..
Most offer discounts of 20 to 70
percent off regular retail prices.
And most are just off interstates,
often near popular tourist destina-
tions. , r.r

Tbi directory' bits (iutoi centers.
state by state 'and indicate, the
brand names sold at particalar
stores. A four-color mt!p pinpoints
the location of existing and
planned outlet centers.

f., . f
(.abfornia ,the *country in

ihenumber.of planned outlet cen-
. ters..Tlat booklet lists 15 centers
due 'to open in 'the state between
now and the end of 1991. Twelve
factory_Outlets are_ now .open for
*business." -- ""-

To order the guide, send $4.5
to Joy, Box 7867, St. Petersb
Fla. 33734. .

-

Anothei new iguide to the -
lets, this one an 84-page, maga-
zine-size book called "Outlet
bound's Guide. to the Nation's
Best Outlets," wat published this
summer. The guide contains a list-
ing of 277 outlet centers housing a
total of 4,500 manufacturer-owriod
stores around the country. It,.too, .
contains maps and charts, nd

'enough information on wheri.lhe
.buys are to send av1/41 bargain
hunters running off, to such Oh-
scure locsdes as Boaz, Ma.; Pigebn
Forge, Tenn.; and Monroe, Mid:

To cider, cill 1100-3364853.1ir
send $5.95 to Outletbound, P.O.
Box 1255, Orange, Coon. 064777.

Shop-ha y globe:trotters 4ho
are inore to find themselves
in Milan, I y; or Lima, Pep',
than Boa A' Pigeon Forge will get
more mileage from the Savky
Shopper a newsletter describedas
"an insider's giWe to shopping
around the WOft"

The newslettei iticiudes features
on domestic .and 'internationat

shopping venues, price-compait
ison charts for particular items
and tips on how to cart it"all pcx
home. . :. 4,

A 12-month subacription
$57. Sample copies are $5. To
order, write to Hammar Publics
lions, 12 Rambling Rt.., Nortk
port, N.Y. 11768. 4

Lai Angeles Doty Nw4
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Scholarly 'Book @nicer, hip.
An Important Misr Moreno. Set

Congress of the United States, 1789-1989
Sditors Joel H. Silbey

Advisory Bditors, Allan dogma, JOseph Cooper, Roger Davidson, Kermit Hall
Carlson Peblishing Inc.

Ten Indexed Titles In Twenty-Three Volumes
Doe Spring 1991

Carlson Publishing has dome an impressive job of moiling over 350
articles concerning the two hundred year history of tbe United States
Congress into an encyclopedic work. The resultant pearly 8000 pages covers
twenty-three volumes, broken damn into ten subunits. 25,408 index entries
make the work highly accessible for scholarship. Titles making up the
ftncyclopedia are'

1. Congress of the United Stables Its Origins and larly Development

2. Congress of the United States, Patterns of Recruitment, Leadership,
and Internal Structure, 1789-1989

3. Rise and Fall of Political Parties in the United States, 1789-19691
The Congressional Roll Call Record

4. United States Congress, The Ilectoral Connectaon, 1789-1989

S. United States Congress in Transitional Bra, 1800-18411 The
Interplay of Party, Faction and Section

6. United States Congress Becomes a Partisan Institution, 1841-1896

7. United States Comma in a Nation Transformed, 1896-1963

S. Ntodern Aserioan Congress, 1963-1989

9. To Advise and Consent, The United States Congress and Foreign
Policy in the TWentieth Century

18. First Branch of American Government. The United States Congress
and its Relations to the SIxocutive and Judiciary, 1709-1989

Publisheri Pre-publication list prioe '(thru 6/91)1 $1395.00
Our price (less 12%). $1227.60, a savings of $167.40

We will ihip all twenty-three volumes as a full set. lb standing order
need be placed. Individual titles are available, and should be ordered
under their name, not the set name.

for more information, or to place am order, call toll-free,
080-326-3000 or fax 212-226-2759.

Prices subject to publisher changes, our pre-pub discount is firm.

451 Greenwich Street New York, T-1,10013-1711 (212) 226.0707 10/90



A reference guide of annually updated information on over 6,000 U.S. and
Canadian mills with over 22,000 keg mill personnek Textile industry
professionals seek up-to-date and accurate inflninatibnillf $"5i..h and
mills as well as products and services in this ever cbaflØtig Industry.

V Top 2,0

V U.S. tax*

U.S. Govaiment agencies and d

VAndmuCbi

THE TEXTILE RED BOOK IS NOW 35% OFF THE REGULAR PRICE OF $69.75!

Please send me copies of the Textile Red Book at $49.75 each (shipping included)

Name 0 Payment enclosed

Library 0 Charge: 0 Visa 0 Mastercard
Address Card.
City Exp. Date

State Zip Please allow 5 days for delivery.

,M111SIIMMINIM110

Return to: TEXTILE RED BOOK, Billian Publishing, 2100 Powers Ferry Rd.

Atlanta GA 30339 Phone: (404) 955.5656 Fax: (404) 952-0669

27 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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NEW REFERENCE BOOKS ON QUEBEC AND FRENCH CANADA

To the reference librarian,

We would like to inform you on 5 new directories concerning different aspects of French Canada
and the Quebec society:

- General: U Québec a votre portée

- Culture: Le monde de la culture au Québec

- International agencies: Le Québec ituernational

- Science: L e monde de la science et de la technologie au Québec

- Business and Economics: U monde de l'économie et des affaires au Québec.

These books cover various topics in a collection which was never before available as you are
probably aware. Easy to consult, these directories will certainly enrich your reference services
on French Canada and its various institutions. As such, they will be greatly appreciated by those
using yotir services especially those specifically interested in Canad_ian and Quebec stadies.

Each directory is complete and consists of public and private organizations, educational
institutions, research centers as well as specialized publications and periodicals. These volumes
are divided into three sections: an alphabetical list of entries, a subject index, and annexes. Each
entry is accompanied with its postal address, phone nomber as well as a brief description.

We are proud to offer you these practical reference books that we feel will be extremely useful
for your services. Thank you for forwarding this information to peoples concerned.

Yours truhf,

ii1/4fik,34/A1141

Denis TURCO11E
Editor

N. B. Inclose is a Publications List and Order form. These publications are currently available in French only.

S

Case postale 8503 / Sainte-Foy (Québec) / Canada G 1 V 4N5
Tél. (418) 527-3051
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LISTE DES PUBLICATIONS*

RgFERTOIRES DESCRIPTIFS

NOTE: Cheque repertoire vise I l'exhaustivite et englobe aussi bien des publications spécialis6es que des
associations, organismes, centres de rechercOe ou de formation et organismes publics. Ils soot constituis de trois
parties: un classement alphabetique et numerique des ressources inventoriées, un index par sujets ou par pays, des
annexes. Les ressources inventorides sont accompagnies de leurs coordonnées postales et telephoniques ainsi que,
dans bon nombre de cas, d'une notice descriptive. Mises I jour aux deux ans. Format: 15 x 22 cm, relid en spirale.

E - LE QUgBEC A VOTRE FORTEE - gdition 1990-1991 19,95 $

Nouvelle edition revue et tutpient6e. Plus de 710 =pure= clis touch:tut principaux secteurs socieux:
culture - education - communications - economic - politique - loisirs - sports - justice - milieux d'Affaires -
syndicats - sciences - relations internationales - arts - tourisme - leagues - industrie et commerce - etudes
québdcoises - litterature - etc. 168 pages. 1990.

B - LE MONDE DE L'EDUCATION AU QUEBEC - Edition 1989-1990 19,95 $

Plus de 940 restources: associations professionnelles - syndicats - commissions scolaires - itablissements
d'enseignement post-secondaire - organismes publics - facultis d'education - éditeurs de manuels scolaires -
periodiques - centres de recherche - repertoires - guides pratiques - catalogues - etc. 170 pages. 1989.

F - LE QUEBEC INTERNATIONAL - Edition 1990-1991 19,95 $

Plus de 835 ressoumes du Québec ou de l'etrangen instituts missionnaires - ONG - organismes publics - firmes
d'experts-coracils - ambassades et consulats - delegations - clubs - multinationales associations - programmes
d'echanges - festivals - troupes culturelles - exportateurs - centres d'etudes - etc. 136 pages. 1990.

G - LE MONDE DE LA CULTURE AU QUEBEC - gdition 1990-1991 29,95 $

Plus de 1780 ressources touchant tous les secteurs da l'activité culturelle: editeurs - librairies - bibliotheques -
musies - galeries d'art - centres culturels - organismes publics - producteurs - diffuseurs - créateurs -
regrounements - periodiques culturels - troupes musicales - expositions - conseils - troupes de thiltre - industries
culturelles organismes subventionnaires - services d'animation - droits d'auteur - etc. 216 pages. 1990.

H - LE MONDE DE LA SCIENCE ET DE LA TECHNOLOGIE AU QUEBEC - 1990-1991 19,95

Plus de 1000 ressources: centres de recherche - associations scientifiques - bureaux de coordination - organismes
subventionnaires - R-D - vulgarisateurs - conseils - revues - organismes publics - publications specialisees - etc.
152 pages. 1990.

- LE MONDE DE L'ECONOMIE ET DES AFFAIRES AU QUgBEC gdition 1990-1991 24,95 $

Plus de 1400 ressources: industrie - commerce - finance - assurance - agriculture - mines - fortis pêche -

associations patronales - tourisz-- , milieux d'Affaires - organismes publics - chambres de commerce - commissariats
industriels - finnes majnures - incubateurs - cooperatives - banques courtage - financement sidae -revues
d'affaires - expositions - centres de formation - publications specialisees - etc. 176 pages. 1990.
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